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Abstract— Smartphone authentication mechanisms. Such as 

PIN, Graphical Passwords and Fingerprint Scans. It is used 

for login time security it is not designed to provide security 

after login (post-login). The use of cloud storage it’s easier 

for sharing data with Multi-User. Many times smartphone is 

easily fall into hands of the unauthorised user so that personal 

information and behavioral biometric information which 

processed on device are need to be secured. It is done by 

uploading encrypted template information on the cloud 

storage or server and perform authentication to identify the 

user using privacy-preserving protocols. The techniques such 

as dynamic data, public integrity auditing using this 

techniques the original data owner is modifying the shared 

data, it is limits of this technique to all client are read only 

applications. We illustrate the energy overhead of Existing 

privacy preserving protocols to save power at time of 

continuous authentication on Smartphones.  Also we use a 

new data integrity auditing technique for sharing data store 

on cloud. This new proposed technique use a public auditing, 

high error detection, user revocation and multiuser 

modification. Our propose system avoids user impersonation 

attack. It is not considering in existing systems that support 

Multi User modification on cloud storage. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The number of cloud storage application uses the cloud 

development techniques the cloud storages applications are 

being used with collaboration platforms. Multiple users can 

perform frequent modification on data stored on a cloud. 

Secure authentication for current commercial cloud 

platforms. To provide the privacy to the users with the 

anonymity. Receiving the advice for sensitive health 

information the anonymity is preferred by the users. Some 

peoples are not satisfied on the anonymity requirement, but 

there still tonne of legitimate reasons of demanding 

anonymity.  In all existing systems has only one time security 

at login time. Nowadays the users’ needs post login security 

to private data. The user needs authenticate itself at first time 

and use of symmetric key to modification of private data.  

The Existing proposed protocols require a secure 

network to the communication. In registration phase the 

stored security materials server material.  

The generation of new secure network is very 

difficult for creation of new instance it means physical 

contact. The users consider that alternatives are exit without 

any requirement. In this proposed paper it proposes two new 

protocols without using any secure network and also provide 

the user data privacy, anonymity and non-traceable user 

behaviour by others. The simple elliptic curve operations is 

used in our proposed solution. The second technique or 

protocol gives guaranties to add the unforged capacity and 

user request are non-repudiated. This new technique or 

protocol is used to resistive against loss or stolen devices 

attacks, reply attacks, insider attacks and user impersonation 

attacks for the user and server as opponent. 

A cloud infrastructure with its cost effective storage 

and computation resources may alleviate the communication 

burden any two users need to exchange. However, as it may 

act maliciously it will try to infer plaintext of users’ datasets 

even if datasets are encrypted. The most crucial attacks to 

infer plain text datasets from encrypted datasets are brute-

force attacks, whereby a malicious or semi honest adversary 

leverages public information, such as the cipher-texts of the 

datasets, to compromise data set privacy. These adversaries 

are able to recover any user’s dataset after guessing the plain 

text from a non-random distribution of the cipher-text. As 

such users’ privacy should be taken into account. 

 
Fig. 1: System Model 

Recent research survey has found the cloud servers 

are not fully trusted and it misbehave by exposing and 

tampering with user sensitive data, it changing the results of 

the computation. It is essential for users to protect the 

confidentiality of their outsourced personal data, but also 

check or verify the data integrity and the result of the 

calculation delegated to the cloud server. To handle the issue 

of data integrity for cloud storage services, the user required 

new method for auditing the data, all recent information 

stored on cloud without any modification or corruption of 

data. To on such a service and a series of method are 

proposed. The most of these existing technique, only the data 

owner and user who has secret keys only they are modify the 

data and upload new data on server. All other user has only 

read permission. When these solutions are extended for 

support the multiple writer’s permission and also provide data 

integrity assurance, the information proprietor needs to 

remain internet, gathering altered information from different 

clients and recovering validation labels for them. Clearly, this 

sort of paltry expansion are introduce huge work load to 

information proprietor, particularly in situations with an 

extensive number of authors and a high recurrence of 

information change operations. Novel information honesty 

evaluating plan that backings different essayists for cloud 

based information sharing services. We accomplish this 

through our creative plan on polynomial-based verification 

tags which permits total of labels of various information 

squares. For framework adaptability, we additionally engage 

the cloud with the capacity to total verification labels from 

multiple journalists by one and when it sending the honesty 
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evidence data for the verifier. Our novel outline permits 

secure assignment of client renouncement operations to the 

cloud with a productive essential plan and a propelled outline 

with upgraded unwavering quality. Our proposed conspire 

permits conglomeration of respectability inspecting 

operations for various errands through our group uprightness 

reviewing strategy. We give handy application situations of 

proposed conspire. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

We are presenting the survey on Data Integrity Method in 

Smart Phones for Authentication and Security of data stored 

on cloud. And Multi-user data sharing using Authentication 

techniques. 

In [1], author S. Zahur, M. Rosulek, and D. Evans. 

Proposed Reducing data transfer in garbled circuits using half 

gates. Generate the garbled circuit by using the AND gate and 

X-OR gate. Garble circuit is use to generate the keys. Which 

are used to perform the encryption and decryption of plain 

text information. Gates are used to perform the cryptographic 

operation. 

In [2] the author Braeken and AbdellahTouha they 

propose the Cloud computing offers a straightforward 

approach to get the access of servers, database and 

applications over Internet. Its check the popularity is 

developing fabulously. Subsequently and there is 

requirement for solid verification scheme. Offering other than 

protection likewise secrecy to the clients and there activities. 

In [3] AndreyantoPratama portrays the managing an 

account ventures need to upgrade their administrations by 

utilizing ICT. Since the web turned into a most compelling 

innovation for all parts of life, bank transforms their manual 

process business into electronic, ongoing procedure and 

administrations. Henceforth, the client can Performa more 

basic and helpful web managing an account exchange. 

Tragically, the simplicity of internet banking taken after by 

security issues identified with client confirmation. These 

issues can be illuminated by various strategies, for example, 

OTP, computerized testaments, two-consider confirmation, 

TPM and QR Code. 

In [4]  the author Ozgur Oksuz, Iraklis Leontiadis 

and Sixia Chen introducing always moving to a computerized 

world, whereby the greater part of data is put away at the 

weakest connection: clients' gadgets and information 

enclaves defenceless against assaults by enemies. Clients are 

frequently intrigued to share some data, such as the set 

convergence of their informational indexes. In order to 

decrease the correspondence transfer speed, cloud based 

protocols have been proposed in the writing, with a somewhat 

feeble security display. 

In [5] Henry Carter, Patrick Traynor and Charles 

Lever are describe the Garbled circuits over a capable 

primitive for computation on a client's close to home 

information while keeping that information private. 

Regardless of late enhancements, building and assessing 

circuits of any helpful size stays costly on the restricted 

hardware resources of a cell phone, the essential 

computational gadget accessible to most clients around the 

world. In this work, we build up another method for safely 

outsourcing the era of confused circuits to a Cloud supplier. 

In [6] Henry Carter, Patrick Tray snor, Kevin Butler 

and Benjamin Mood are proposed Garbled circuits provide a 

capable apparatus for mutually assessing capacities while 

protecting the security of every client's sources of info. While 

recent inquire about has made the utilization of this primitive 

more useful, such arrangements by and large accept that 

participants are symmetrically provisioned with huge 

processing assets. 

III. PROPOSED WORK AND ARCHITECTURE  

A. Proposed Work 

The quick improvement of distributed storage 

administrations makes it less demanding than at any other 

time for cloud storage clients to share uploaded data with all 

other users. To guarantee clients' certainty of the uprightness 

of their common information on cloud and we use a number 

of technique for information respectability examining with 

centres on different down to earth features e.g. For the 

support of dynamic information, open trustworthiness 

inspecting, low correspondence/computational audit cost, 

low stockpiling overhead. In any case, the greater part of 

these systems is consider the first data owner is alter or 

modified the common information, which restricts these 

procedures to customer read just an applications.  

As of late, a couple of endeavours began considering 

more reasonable situations by permitting different cloud users 

to change information with respectability confirmation. All 

things considered, these endeavours are still a long way from 

down to earth used to the gigantic computational cost for the 

cloud clients, particularly when the high blunder recognition 

likelihood is required by the framework.  

We proposed the novel respectability examining 

plan for cloud information sharing administrations described 

by multi-client alteration, open evaluating, high mistake 

identification likelihood and proficient client revocations 

well as pragmatic computational/correspondence inspecting 

execution. Our plan can resist user pantomime assault. It is 

not considered in existing methods it is support to multi user 

modification. Group examining of multiple assignments is 

additionally effectively upheld in our plan.  

B. Proposed System Architecture 

A framework is designed for a reasonable model that is 

characterizes the structure, conduct and more perspectives of 

a framework. The design illustration is a formal portrayal of 

a system and sorted out in a way that backings thinking about 

the structures and practices of the framework. A system 

design can contain framework segments that will cooperate 

to actualize the general framework. 

 
Fig. 2. System Architecture 
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IV. MATHEMATICAL MODULE AND ALGORITHMS 

A. Mathematical Module 

1) Setup 

To setup the framework, the  client u0 first runs the key of the 

setup calculation as appeared in fig 1, Produce public key 

(PK), Master keys (MK) and the framework and secrete key 

(SK) of clients. 

2) Challenge 

To review information respectability, the Owner produces the 

test message CM = D, X, gR, μ by running the Challenge 

algorithm.  

The Owner knows about the set C utilized as a part 

of the Challenge calculation using the records 𝑖 |𝑡𝑖|𝑘 (𝑖 ∈ 𝐷) 

in the log files.  

The data Owner then sends the challenging message 

to the cloud storage. 

3) Prove  

On accepting the testing message from challenge the CM =D, 

X, gR, μ the cloud will run the demonstrate calculation to 

create the confirmation data Prf ={π,φ,y} which demonstrates 

that it really store the tested information document accurately. 

Polynomials are have f(x) = ∈Z[x] the arithmetical property 

that (x-r) consummately partitions the polynomials f(x) −

f(r), r ←R  Zq
∗  with this property and the cloud is proficiently 

isolate the polynomial(fA) (x)̅̅ ̅̅ − (f)A(μ)̅̅ ̅̅  with (x − μ) Utilizing 

the polynomial long division in step two of the demonstrate 

calculation. The cloud reacts the Server with verification data 

Prf ={π,φ,y }. 

 Based on the evidence data the Server confirms the 

respectability of record F by running the check using the 

algoritham. 

 User Revocation 

We now give an essential User Revocation outline 

of our plan. We will likewise present an advanced version of 

client disavowal with enhanced unwavering quality. At 

whatever point there is a client to be renounced, say uk,k ≠0, 

the client u0 then cloud server execute the User Revocation 

Basic calculation. Specifically, all verification labels 

produced by renounced clients are refreshed and the 

disavowed users are secret keys used for expelled for the 

labels. To mitigate the new client from this potential weight 

and our plan safely offloads the all labels refresh operations 

to the cloud server. 

B. Algorithms 

1) Algorithm 1. Setup Algorithm 

 Step 1. Input User Registration data. 

 Step 2. Select Random Number. 

 Step 3. Generate key. 

 Step 4. Key used for Data processing. 

2) Algorithm 2. Challenge Algorithm 

 Step 1. Input Generated Template. 

 Step 2. Randomly choose data blocks. 

 Step 3. Find the Modification By user. 

 Step 4. Find last modified by user. 

3) Algorithm 3. Prove Algorithm 

 Step 1. Input template  

 Step 2. Verify the user send data. 

 Step 3. Check info. 

 Step 4. Check data blocks last modified by user. 

 Step 5. Store data on Cloud Server. 

4) Algorithm 4. Verify Algorithm 

 Step 1. Input the Template  

 Step 2. Compute n. 

 Step 3. Verify the integrity of file. 

 Step 4. Store the file. 

5) Algorithm5. User Revocation Algorithm 

 Step 1. Input User id. 

 Step 2. Generate Request. 

 Step 3. Send m nodes to cloud server. 

 Step 4. Update Authentication tag. 

 Step 5. Update all Piece of tags. 

 Step 6. Aggregate U Updated Piece. 

C. Hardware and Software 

1) Hardware Configuration  

 Processor: Intel Core I3 2.10 GH. 

 RAM : 4GB (Minimum) 

 DISK : 350GB 

2) Software Configuration  

 Operating System: Windows 7 / 8/ 10 

 Programming Language: JAVA, XML, JSON. 

 Server: Firebase. 

V. EXPECTED RESULTS / PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

A. Accuracy Graph 

 
Fig. 3: Accuracy Graph 

B. Key Generation Time 

 
Fig. 4: Key Generation Time 

C. User Verification Time 

 
Fig. 5: User Verification Time 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this proposed paper a novel information is study on the 

cloud based on data sharing with multi user read write 

permission. In this application the proposed plot is highlight 

using some properties of the client sides open integrity 

auditing or computational cost. We solve this issue through 
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innovative design using polynomial based verifications 

labels. The labels permits the cluster of labels in various data 

blocks. For increase the system scalability, additionally 

enable the cloud with the capacity of total user authentication 

tags by different authors into one when sending user 

information to the uprightness confirmation data to the server 

or verifier. The steady size of respectability evidence data 

should be transfer to the server and verifier. How many 

information pieces are being checked and how many numbers 

of users related with the information. 

The novel outline permitted to provide the secure 

assignment of client desertion operations to the cloud with the 

efficient fundamental plan and the progress of design with 

upgraded unwavering quality. To wrap things up, our 

proposed scheme permits collection of trustworthiness 

calculating the operations for multiple undertakings using our 

batch integrity examining method. We give viable application 

situations of proposed plot. Extensive numerical examination 

and genuine analyses approve the execution of our plan. 
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